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Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the province of Álava and of the
Basque region in general, is located  in a privileged spot right
beside a major intersection of roads. It is an integral part of the
Atlantic Arc and is an obligatory point of call for all traffic
travelling between the northern and southern regions of the
peninsular. It is also a natural gateway to the north towards the
Mediterranean.

The road network which connects the city to the other Basque
capitals and neighbouring regions is both safe and convenient,
and Álava is also crossed by the N-1 which links Madrid and
Barcelona.

Its strategic position, excellent communications and proximity
to other capitals make Vitoria-Gasteiz an ideal destination and
a perfect starting point for getting to know the Basque Country.

Vitoria-Gasteiz can also be reached by air, since the city has its
own airport.

During your visit to this capital you
will discover a modern services city
with 227,000 inhabitants, which has
managed to combine its historical past
with examples of avant-garde
architecture without disrupting the
overall harmony of the urban
landscape. Vitoria´s gardens, parks and
spacious pedestrian areas are a
compelling motivation for leaving your
car on the outskirts and wandering
around the centre on foot. Come and
visit. We promise you won’t regret it!

A WELL-CONNECTED CITY
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THE HISTORY OF
   A CITY
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Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city with history. A
history that manifests itself through
its monuments, buildings and hidden
treasures that the itineraries proposed
here will help you discover.

In addition to the numerous fascinating
examples of gothic architecture, the
city also contains many different
renaissance, neoclassic, romantic and
modern buildings.

Vitoria-Gasteiz was founded as a villa
in 1181 by Sancho El Sabio of Navarre,
on the site of a small village named
Gasteiz which was perched at the top
of a hill, and was initially designed to
act as a fortified outpost against
Castile.

The villa was originally surrounded by
a wall which was gradually expanded
as the city grew and spread out down
the sides of the hill. As of this spring,
the opening up of a small greenbelt
walkway known as the paseo de ronda
will enable both inhabitants and visitors
alike to access an uncovered, renovated
stretch of this magnificent piece of the
city´s historical heritage.



RENAISSANCE PALACES
The prosperity enjoyed by the city during
the 16th century is reflected in a number
of elegant renaissance palaces which
were built by noble families during the
period and are located in the Medieval
Quarter: Villa Suso, Montehermoso,
Escoriaza Esquíbel, Álava and  Bendaña.

All these palaces have now been
renovated and are today used for a
variety of different cultural and tourist
purposes.

The 16th century Montehermoso Palace
is particularly worth noting. Following
its restoration and connection to the
old water tank, it was renamed the
Montehermoso Cultural Centre. Bendaña
Palace today houses the unique Fournier
Playing Card Museum, while Villa Suso
serves as a venue for conference
activities and Escoriaza Esquivel Palace
offers visitors the chance to admire a
beautiful iconographic exhibition, as
well as its own exquisite architecture.

OLAGUIBEL´S VITORIA
After a period of stagnation, Vitoria-
Gasteiz enjoyed a major economic
recovery during the second half of the
18th century, as the result of trade
protection and the transformation of
the guild system, among other factors.
This recovery is reflected in the
enlargement of the gothic city which
occurred around this time.

The city´s growth coincided with the
pioneering work of the ilustrados (or
enlightened ones), who from 1764
onwards formed the Royal Basque
Society of Friends of the Country.

Under the supervision of the architect
Justo Antonio Olaguíbel, a decision was
made to enlarge the city by building
Plaza Nueva (New Square) and Los
Arquillos (The Arches).  This latter
structure was designed by Olaguíbel
himself, who proposed a staggered
construction consisting of a street of
archways as a means of bridging the
gap in height between the lower ground

THE HERITAGE of a C
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HISTORICAL QUARTER
The whole of Vitoria-Gasteiź s old quarter was
declared a Historical Monument in 1997, and
still conserves today the almond-shaped urban
layout that it acquired during the 13th and
14th centuries. The area is divided into a number
of different longitudinal streets whose names
-  Cuchillería (knife maker´s), Zapatería
(cobbleŕ s), Herrería (blacksmith́ s) or Pintorería
(painteŕ s), for example, attest to the trades
which once characterised them.

A faithful reflection of the era can also be
found in the various civil constructions (Casa
del Cordón, Los Anda Tower and El Portalón)
and the four churches that together define the
city´s skyline. (San Miguel, San Vicente, San
Pedro and Santa María Cathedral). This last
building is currently in the middle of a pioneering
process of restoration which has enabled
researchers to gain a better understanding of
a number of important aspects related to the
city’s origins. There is also a programme of
guided tours of the gothic cathedral which,
under the slogan Open for Works’ offers visitors
the chance to gain a first-hand glimpse of the
work being carried out on the building.



ON THE SANTIAGO DE
COMPOSTELA PILGRIM TRAIL
The Alavan capital was once a major port
of call along the Santiago de Compostela
pilgrim trail which ran from Saint Adrian´s
Tunnel to the River Ebro. From the 12th
and 13th century onwards, many pilgrims
opted for this alternative to the
Navarran route, mainly because it was
the safer choice. The city´s Medieval
Quarter still conserves evidence of
devotion to St James the apostle (Calle
Nuestra Sra. del Cabello, Santa María
Parish Church, remains of the old Santa
María Hospital, etc.).

CITY
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MODERNISM
Vitoria-Gasteiz has always managed to
adapt to new architectural trends and
the second half of the 20th century saw
the construction of various buildings of
a very diverse character, the most
striking being the Plaza Monumento a
los Fueros, designed by the sculptor
Eduardo Chillida and the architect Peña
Ganchegi; and the Law courts, designed
by Iñaki Aspiazu.

ROMANTICISM AND NEO-
GOTHICISM
The city contains a number of different
romantic constructions, characterised
by a return to Medieval designs and a
certain taste for the exotic. The best
example of this artistic style is La
Florida Park.

Near the park stands the María
Inmaculada Church, more commonly
known as Catedral Nueva (or New
Cathedral). Work on this neo-gothic
construction began at the beginning of
the 20th century and the building
houses the Museum of Religious Art.



Route to Armentia
This route starts from La Florida Park.
Located right in the city centre, this
park is the most emblematic of the city´s
landscaped areas and contains a number
of exotic botanical species from all over
the world.

The route continues along Paseo de la
Senda, where you can admire the
residential villas built at the beginning
of the 20th century (Zulueta Palace,
Casa Zuloaga, Villa María, Villa Sofía,
Museum of Fine Arts, the Weapons
Museum and Ajuria Enea), to Prado Park,
an old area of parkland filled with
ancient trees and a popular recreational
area for the city’s inhabitants. Nearby
you can see the Sagrada Familia chapel,
built in the neo-Byzantine style.

Now ,  con t i nue  on  pas t  the
Mendizorrotza sports complex and El
Mineral, an old source of sulphurous
water whose surrounding area is now a
beautiful garden with a pleasant
restaurant.

A GREEN CITY
Vitoria-Gasteiz is the Spanish regional capital with the highest ratio of per capita
 parkland (40 m2 per person). For this reason, green is the colour which best
defines the city. To confirm this, simply follow the suggestions outlined below:

The routes proposed here can be followed either on foot
or by bike, making use of the free bicycle loan service
offered by the Local Council, which operates in spring,
summer and autumn. Bicycles are available at 11
distribution points located all over the city (civic centres,
Boulevard shopping centre, tourist information centre,
etc.) and, once registered, all you have to do to make
use of the service is show your National ID number card,
driving license or passport.
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activities related to the natural
environment.
Another option is to head southwest
towards the gall oak forest in Armentia
Park ,  where you will have the
opportunity of seeing the wide range of
animals that inhabit this area.

Seven kilometres from the city centre
is Salburua, one of the most important
wetland areas in the Basque Country.
There is a signposted itinerary covering
a distance of seven kilometres complete
with a number of bird watching
platforms, footpath, information panels
and public services at weekends. The
area is inhabited by numerous species
of aquatic birds as well as deer and
European minks, among others. A visitor
information centre called ‘Ataria’ is
also due to open shortly.

A four kilometre walk to the west will
take you to Zabalgana, with its
meadows, lakes and isolated gall oak
forest. This area is a wonderful natural
refuge in a region with widespread
human impact.
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he route ends at Armentia, where the
statute of San Prudencio, the patron
saint of Álava, is waiting to welcome
you. It is worth taking a guided tour
around the Basilica, one of the most
important Romanesque buildings in the
Basque Country and the site of current
archaeological research.

An inner garden
Another option for enjoying nature is
to visit one of Vitoria´s more than 40
large parks, which are scattered all over
the city. Over 150,000 trees belonging
to 150 different species together turn
Vitoria-Gasteiz into one huge botanic
garden.

Some of the most important parks are:

Arriaga Park
The largest of those located in the city
centre. Houses the San Juan de Arriaga
hermitage which also served as a centre
for oath-taking.
Gamarra Park
The largest sporting and recreational
park in Vitoria-Gasteiz, and due to be

renovated in 2006. The area is crossed
by the River Gamarra, on whose banks
stands La Presa Park.

Prado Park
Urban forest with over 350 trees.
San Martín Park
Children’s games, bowling alley and
auditorium with stands, etc.
Judimendi Park
Built on the site of an old Jewish
cemetery.

The Greenbelt
Have you seen the parks located in the
city centre?
Well, now it is time to take a walk along
the urban footpaths that link the centre
to the municipality’s rural areas and
which lead out to the Greenbelt, made
up by a series of suburban parks. This
area was selected by the UN as one of
the 100 best entries in the third
worldwide Best Practice competition.
To the south lies Olarizu Park, where
the Centre for Environmental Studies
(CEA) carries out a number of different



MUSEUMS with LIFE
Vitoria-Gasteiz has a wide range of fascinating museums which display an important
part of our art, historical past and traditions, etc. Entrance to the majority of
these museums is free.

Some people have dubbed modern-day Vitoria-Gasteiz as an authentic open air
museum. And it is little wonder, given the fact that sculptures by some of the
best contemporary Basque artists are displayed all around the city, in an innovative
attempt to bring art to the masses.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT MUSEUMS: Tel. 945 181918
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Archaeological Museum:
Collection of archaeological objects and
materials found in the sites located
within the boundaries of Álava.
Casa armera de los Gobeo-Gevara. S.XVI.
Correría, 116
Tel. 945 181922

Weapons Museum
Known particularly for its section
dedicated to objects linked to the
Napoleonic era, especially the Battle
of Vitoria, fought in 1813, in which
English, Portuguese and Spanish troops
commanded by the Duke of Wellington
defeated the French army during the
War of Independence.
Paseo de la Senda, 8
Tel. 945 181925

Fine Arts Museum:
Some of the most important works
exhibited here are paintings from the
first Basque school, mainly in the
costumbrista style (genre dealing mainly
with local customs), with works by many
prestigious artists such as Zuloaga,
Salvador Aspiazu, Maeztu, Amárica and
Díaz de Olano, among others.
Palacio Augusti.
Paseo de la Senda, 8
Tel. 945 181925

Artium, Basque
Contemporary Art Centre-
Museum:
Artium has an extensive, coherent and
unique permanent collection of modern
and contemporary art, made up of over
2,000 works which illustrate in a
coherent and logical manner the
evolution of Spanish art during the 20th
and 21st centuries.
Francia, 24
Tel. 945 209020  www.artium.org
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Fournier Playing Card
Museum:
Contains the best collection of playing
cards in the world.
Palacio de Bendaña.
Cuchillería, 54
945 181920

Natural Science Museum:
Contains several important geological,
botanic and zoological collections, with
over half a million exhibits.
Torre de Doña Ochanda.
Siervas de Jesús, 24
Tel. 945 181924

Museum of Religious Art:
Contains items of religious heritage
ranging from the pre-Romanesque to the
baroque.
Concatedral de María Inmaculada.
Monseñor Cadena y Eleta, s/n
Tel. 945 181918

Lamp Museum:
Unique museum which houses a
collection of beautiful multicoloured
glass works used in the Rosario de los
Faroles procession, which moves around
the city streets at twilight on 4 August
every year.
Tel. 945 161598/99
www.museofaroles.com

Restoration work being
carried out on Santa María
Cathedral
The guided tour service offers visitors
the opportunity of gaining a direct
glimpse of the archaeological and
restoration work currently being carried
out on the old 13th century gothic
cathedral.
Cuchillería, 95
Tel. Guided Tours: 945 255135
www.catedralvitoria.com

THE FUTURE MUSEUM OF THE CITY
A museum project centred around
Santa María Cathedral and part of
the city’s historic quarter. The
museum will comprise:

- The Santa María Cathedral Visitors
Centre, located in the rooms
adjoining the apse and focusing
on a number of different historical
and artistic themes.

- The ‘Vitoria-Gasteiz, the formation
of a city’ Visitors Centre, located
in a building in the historic quarter
and focusing on the founding and
growth of the city from the
perspective of urban planning, as
well as in relation to its social,
economic and political history.

-  A cultural  and scientif ic
dissemination centre.

- A research centre for archaeology
of architecture and restoration of
historic buildings.



ACTIVE CITY
It does not matter when you visit us, in Vitoria-Gasteiz you will always find
something going on.  The city´s official cultural agenda covers almost all 365 days
of the year, and is drawn up with the diversity of public taste in mind. The agenda
is complemented by a wide range of activities organised by various associations,
groups and individuals.

The city´s festivals are an excellent excuse for visiting Vitoria-Gasteiz. They are
important events and attract thousands of people every year. Some of the most
popular include: the International Jazz Festival; the International Games Festival;
the International Kite Festival; the International Theatre Festival; the Vitoria-
Gasteiz European Film Festival; the Azkena Rock Festival and the Antigua
Musical Week.

The city also hosts a number of sporting events. Alava has football (El Alavés)
and basketball (Baskonia-Taugrés) teams of the very highest level and furthermore,
visitors can also enjoy watching a number of local sports such as Basque pelota
at the Mendizorrotza jai alai court.

CULTURAL FACILITIES
Main Theatre
San Prudencio, 29
Tel. 945 161045
Montehermoso Cultural Centre
Fray Zacarías Martínez, 2
Tel. 945 161830
Ignacio Aldekoa Cultural Centre
Paseo de la Florida, s/n
Tel. 945 181944
Sancho el Sabio Foundation
Paseo de la Senda, 2
Tel. 945 147800
Municipal Archives
Paseo de la Universidad, 18
Tel. 945 161492
Alava Historical Territorial Archives
Miguel de Unamuno, 1
Tel. 945 181926

The city has a comprehensive
infrastructure which covers the
entire city and is designed to
support its extensive cultural
agenda. For further information
about the events held in each
venue, see the city’s cultural
agenda at the following website:
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EXHIBITION HALLS
Casa del Cordón
Cuchillería, 24
CEA. Casa de la Dehesa de Olárizu
Parque de Olárizu
Tel. 945 162696
Espacio Ciudad
San Prudencio, 30
Tel. 945 163646
Caja Vital Kutxa Foundation Room
Postas, 13-15
Tel. 945 162158
Luis de Ajuria Aretoa Room
General Álava, 7
Tel. 945 231843
Araba Aretoa Room
Centro Comercial Dendaraba
Tel. 945 162381
Eduardo Dato Room
Dato, 14
Tel. 945 230832
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FEBRUARY
Basque Film Week
Electro-acoustic Music Festival
APRIL
Human Rights Exhibition
International Martín Fiz Marathon
MAY
Dance Month
Vitoria-Gasteiz New European Film
Festival
Flower Fest
Spring Craft Fair
International Folklore Festival
Old Book Fair
Vitoria, Visual Territory
JUNE
Experimental Film and Video-creation
Festival
Vitoria-Gasteiz Games Festival
European Music Day 2006
JULY
Vitoria-Gasteiz International Jazz
Festival
Vitoria-Gasteiz Puppeteer Exhibition

AUGUST
Discovering a Millennium Culture
SEPTEMBER
Azkena Rock Festival
Antigua Music Week
Magialdia. International Magic
Conference
Vitoria-Gasteiz Medieval Market
International Theatre Festival
OCTOBER
Second-hand Book Fair
International Kite Festival
NOVEMBER
Carmelo Bernaola International Music
Festival
DECEMBER
Vitoria-Gasteiz Short Film Festival. Cut
Christmas Craft Fair
Christmas Month



CITY on the MOVE
If you like to paint the town red, you have come to the right place. Vitoria-Gasteiz
has the atmosphere you are looking for. The most lively areas include the Medieval
Quarter with its traditional taverns, the city centre (Dato, San Prudencio, San
Antonio, Manuel Iradier, Postas, etc.) and Avda. Gasteiz, with its modern pubs,
bars and cafes.

These are the places most popular with local citizens, where you will have the
chance to make new friends. Both the young and not so young congregate in these
areas during the weekend evenings and nights.

It is possible that your stay in the Alavan capital will coincide with the celebration
of one of its traditional festivals. In this case, we recommend that you go out
onto the street and simply let yourself get carried away by the festive atmosphere
that impregnates the city at these times.
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MAIN FESTIVALS

San Prudencio. Patron saint of Álava.
27-28 April
The whole province celebrates its patron
saint’s day. The events begin on 27 April
with the traditional tamborrada or
musical parade and a heavily attended
procession takes place the following
morning in the Armentia Fields.
Santiago, Day of the Blouses. 25 July
Groups of blusas, young people dressed
in traditional blouses, commemorate the
Day of the Blouses in a lively prelude
to the city’s patron saint’s day
festivals.
Festivals of the Virgen Blanca, patron
saint of Vitoria-Gasteiz. 4-9 August
The city pulls out all the stops on 4
August. The launching of the chupinazo
(rocket) and the descent of the popular
figure Celedón from the rooftops mark
the beginning of five days full of festive
events that conclude on the 9th  with
the returning of Celedón to the belfry
of San Miguel Church.

Procession in the Olarizu fields.
September
On the first Monday after the virgin of
September, a popular procession is held
in Olarizu, attended by thousands of
local citizens.
Christmas month. December
Vitoria-Gasteiz celebrates Christmas
with a comprehensive programme of
events that includes the exhibition of
a huge nativity scene in La Florida Park,
a craft fair and a Christmas market, as
well as numerous concerts, parades and
theatre performances, etc.
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 CONFERENCE CITY
Vitoria-Gasteiz has a comprehensive and varied infrastructure for hosting a wide
range of conference events and activities..
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Europa Conference Centre
A modern, functional building with well-
lit and well-equipped areas for hosting
conferences with between 200 and 700
delegates. The centre is strategically
located in the city’s main throughway,
Avenida de Gasteiz, which makes it
extremely easy to find and get to. It is
also located near the historic quarter
and the city centre.

CONFERENCE INFORMATION
Convention Bureau
Europa Conference Centre
Avda. Gasteiz, s/n
Tel. 945 161261/79
congrestour@vitoria-gasteiz.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/congresos

OTHER VENUES
Water tank
The old water tank is today a renovated
area measuring 1200 square metres,
designed for hosting exhibitions and
large-scale events. Alongside the 16th
century Montehermoso Palace, to which
it is linked by an underground passage,
it forms the Montehermoso Cultural
Centre.

Basque Museum of
Contemporary Art, Artium
ARTIUM has a series of spaces equipped
with modern technology designed to
guarantee the success of any event. The
peculiarities of its architecture (different
entrances, rooms at different levels,
etc.) make it an attractive venue and
lend it an added charm.

Villa Suso Palace
Located in Machete Square, in the
medieval quarter of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Villa
Suso is a beautiful renaissance building
whose reconstruction has managed to
combine respect for its past with the
needs of a modern conference centre. It
is equipped with the very latest
technology and is a truly unforgettable
venue.
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The best destination for your Incentive Programme

An incentive programme should be a unique and unforgettable experience.
Vitoria-Gasteiz and Álava in general are guaranteed to ensure success.

We offer an ideal setting and a series of tourist resources which enable
us to design a programme to suit your individual needs. The quality of
the services available, the professional nature of our companies and the
friendliness and hospitality of our people are our best guarantee of our
extensive know-how.

Programmes range from the Wine Route, which includes activities in the
vineyards and bodegas of Rioja Alavesa, to the city from the air, bicycle
trips, bird watching, horse riding, golf tournaments and outdoor leisure-
sporting activities such as those on offered in the hanging forest of
Sobrón. A perfect combination of leisure, adventure and fun.

Our cultural programmes (International Jazz, Theatre and Rock Festivals,
etc.), Virgen Blanca patron saint’s day festivals and other events
constitute yet another reason for visiting the city and enjoying all that
the local area has to offer.

The characteristics of our local cuisine, with our cider houses, pincho
(small elaborate snacks) bars, societies and bodegas, etc., enable us to
enrich the programmes even further in a way that is truly difficult to
beat.

Sugar Refinery
The old Sugar Refinery building is one
of the best representations of industrial
heritage in the Basque Country, due to
both its great age and its iconographic
and architectural value. Following its
renovation, it now hosts various events,
galas and conferences.

Miñano Technology Centre
The Main Building of Álava’s Technology
Park contains a number of different
meeting rooms of different sizes and
characteristics, all equipped with the
very latest video presentation and
videoconferencing technology. The
facilities are extremely adaptable and
enable a number of different activities
to be carried out at the same time.

The majority of the city hotels also have
rooms designed for hosting galas,
conventions, meetings and a wide variety
of events.



SPORTING CITY
The city’s sporting facilities constitute one of Vitoria-Gasteiz´s key characterisitcs.
The city has a comprehensive network of outdoor venues with covered areas. In
fact, it is one of the Spanish regional capitals with the best and most plentiful
public sporting facilties: sports complexes, sports centres, civic centres, pelota
courts, ice rink, indoor cycle track, etc., distributed around all of the urban
districts.

Local facilities have been promoting sports activities for many years now in all
sectors of the population, improving their infrastructures almost constantly.

Special mention should be made of Gamarra and Mendizorrotza, two of the city´s
most emblematic sporting and leisure facilities due to be renovated in 2006.
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Plan for the New Mendizorrotza building
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In Gamarra
A social building will be constructed
with a restaurant and golf driving range.

The River Zadorra passes through the
park and offers many leisure
alternatives. To this end, two jetties will
be built for water sports. Three children´s
adventure playgrounds will be
constructed in the most densely forested
part of Gamarra, in addition to rock
climbing walls and paddle tennis, normal
tennis and beach volley ball courts and
a skate park. The project also includes
the reformation of the swimming pools.

In Mendizorrotza
The accesses to the complex will be
extended and a new indoor swimming
pool will  be built to Olympic
measurements, to enable the city to host
swimming tournaments. The most striking
thing about this new facility will be its
versatility, since thanks to a mobile
wall, the length of the streets can be
adapted to suit specific needs at any
given moment.

A baby swimming pool will be built in
which swimming classes will be run for
babies and the facilities will also include
changing rooms, a Turkish bath,
hydromassage, a cardiovascular
gymnasium and another gym for yoga,
tai chi and aerobics, etc.



A CITY with FLAVOUR
If you love good food, you will not regret your visit to Vitoria-Gasteiz. The city
has a wide range of restaurants, grillrooms and cider houses in which you can
sample anything from traditional dishes to the avant-garde creations of the so-
called ‘new Basque cuisine’.

You will also find restaurants serving dishes from other cultures, including Japan,
China, Argentina and Pakistan, among others.

If you would prefer something more informal, you can always try the famous
pinchos, miniature but delicious snacks displayed ready-to-eat on the bars in
many establishments.

Whatever you finally decide on, do not forget to wash down your meal with one
of the exquisite wines from Rioja Alavesa, or alternatively you can try Alavan
txakoli (a young white wine produced in the local area).

MAIN GASTRONOMIC
EVENTS
Álava Pincho Week  April
The establishments that participate in
the competition offer customers the
possibility of sampling authentic mini
delicacies.
Casserole Week. December
The city´s restaurants offer a wide range
of delicious specialities all made in the
traditional way that is becoming
increasingly popular once again thanks
to this initiative.
Ardoaraba. 5-8 December
An event linked to the local wine culture
that is an absolute must for visitors and
inhabitants alike. Marquees are put up
at different points in the city centre
offering samples of different wines from
both Rioja Alavesa and other wine-
producing regions, accompanied by
pinchos. More than 50 different bodegas
participate in this initiative, which
attracted a total of 150,000 people in
2005.

RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY:
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MEDIEVAL QUARTER:
Casa Vieja-Etxe Zaharra
Txikita, 6
Tel. 945 146565

El Portalón
Correría, 151
Tel. 945 142755

Matxete:
Plaza del Machete
Tel. 945 131821

Albéniz
Portal del Rey, 9
Tel. 945 256685

CITY CENTRE AND SURROUNDING AREA
Antiguo Felipe
Fueros, 2
Tel. 945 261808

Arkupe
Mateo de Moraza, 13
Tel. 945 230080

Asador Iradier
Manuel Iradier, 23
Tel. 945 232476

Casa Felipe
Fueros, 28
Tel. 945 134554

Eli Rekondo
Prado, 28
Tel. 945 282584

El Mesón
Ortiz de Zárate, 5
Tel. 945 146191

La Cocina de Plágaro
Florida, 37
Tel. 945 140156

La Huerta
Dato, 41
Tel. 945 149451

Poliki
Manuel Iradier, 48
Tel. 945 250458

Xixilu
Plaza de Amárica, 2
Tel. 945 230068

Zabala
Mateo Moraza, 9
Tel. 945 230009

Sagartoki*
Prado, 18
Tel. 945 288676

Andere
Gorbea, 8
Tel. 945 214930

Bilibio
Errekatxiki, 3
Tel. 945 288595

Conde de Álava
Cruz Blanca, 8
Tel. 945 225040

Dos Hermanas
Madre Vedruna, 10
Tel. 945 132934

El Clarete
Cercas Bajas
Tel. 945 287775

Gurea
Pza. De la Constitución, 10
Tel. 945 245933

Ikea
Portal de Castilla, s/n
Tel. 945 144747

Iñaki
Sancho El Sabio, 11
Tel. 945 132297

Izaga
Beato Tomás de Zumárraga, 2
Tel. 945 138200

Longo Restaurante
Parque de la Florida, s/n
Tel. 945 148922

* First Prize in the National Pincho Awards
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The Tourist Information Office will
p rov ide  you  wi th  fur ther
information about pincho bars,
Rioja Alavesa bodegas and
establishments selling local
produce, etc.
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IN LASARTE
Kupeltegi Cider House
Lasarte, 1
Tel. 945 131565

FROM OTHER CULTURES
Yamazaki. Japanese cuisine
Fueros, 20
Tel. 945 154024

La Yerra. Argentinean cuisine
Correría, 46
Tel. 945 265759

Tempeh. Asian cuisine
Domingo Beltrán, 10
Tel. 945 140493

Kashmir. Indo-Pakistani cuisine
Nueva Fuera, 32
Tel. 945 267610

Information gathered from the Basque Good
Food Guide.

OIarizu
Beato Tomás de Zumárraga, 54
Tel. 945 247752

Oleaga
Adriano VI, 15
Tel. 945 246853

Taberna Eskibel
Adriano VI, 37
Tel. 945 228477

Teide
Avda. Gasteiz, 61
Tel. 945 221023

Tomás
Avda. Gasteiz, 59
Tel. 945 248225

Zaldiaran*
Avda. Gasteiz, 21
Tel. 945 134822

Dolomiti
Ramón y Cajal, 1
Tel. 945 233426

Artium
Museo Artium
Francia
Tel. 945 285837

* One Michelin star

Mesa
Chile, 1
Tel. 945 228494

El 8 Ballarín
C/Herrería, 8 bajo
Tel. 945 250792

Asador Orio
Felicias Olave, 3
Tel. 945 148300

Los Guaranís
Portal de Castilla, 42
Tel. 945 155387

Vinum
Portal de Castilla, 53
Tel. 945 232687

IN ARMENTIA
El Mineral
Avda. San Prudencio, 1
Tel. 650 951 555

Armentegi
Alto de Armentia, 6
Tel. 945 232468

San Prudencio
Barrio Arriba, 8
Tel. 945 131565

El Caserón
Camino del Monte, 49



SHOPPING in the CITY
In Vitoria-Gasteiz going shopping is a true pleasure. In the Medieval Quarter you
will find curious little gift shops, craft shops, antique shops and clothes shops
aimed at the younger generations. On the first Saturday of each month you can
go to the popular Almendra Market, located in the city’s old guild streets.

In the city centre and the ensanche (the area immediately outside the medieval
walls) you will find the best clothes shops selling well-known labels, jeweller’s
shops and perfume shops, as well as recreational areas and a wide range of
restaurants.

Special mention should be made of the city’s shopping centres (Lakua, Dendaraba).
The recent opening on the outskirts of the city of large shopping centres such
as Gorbeia and El Boulevard, designated the Best Spanish Shopping Centre in
Spain, 2005, serve to widen this already extensive offer.

There are also a number of cake and pastry establishments with age-old traditions,
such as Goya, Hueto, La Peña Dulce and Sosoaga.  Other shops of acknowledged
prestige are Cafés Eguía (selling coffee, sweets and fruits and nuts) and Victofer
(selling homemade jars of first-rate local products).

Other typical products available in the city are Rioja Alavesa wine, txakoli, canned
food and, of course, packs of Fournier playing cards.
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MARKETS AND FAIRS

ALMENDRA MARKET. First Saturday of
every month.
Combination of food, clothes, gift and
antiquities stalls from the local region,
with street performers and sampling of
local produce.

SPRING CRAFT FAIR. May
Craft stalls in Plaza de la Provincia.

GARLIC FAIR. 25 July
Thousands of the city’s inhabitants go
to Cuesta de San Francisco to buy strings
of garlic.
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SHOPPING CENTRES

Dendaraba Shopping Centre
www.dendaraba.com
Lakua Shopping Centre
Tel. 945 177323
El Boulevard
www.el-boulevard.com
El Corte Inglés
www.elcorteingles.com
Pza. Santa Bárbara Market
www.mercadolaplaza.com
Gorbeia Shopping Centre
www.centrocomercialgorbeia.com

For further information about shops in
the city see:

Gasteiz On. “Centro Comercial Abierto”
www.gasteizon.com
Tel. 945 150268
Federation of Shops and Services in the
Medieval Quarter
Tel. 945 130886

LIVESTOCK FAIR. 25 July
Livestock farmers from both the local
area and further afield come to this fair
in the vicinity of the Buesa Arena
building to display their best animals.
Other products are also exhibited during
the fair.

CHRISTMAS FAIR. The Thursday before
Christmas Eve
The Thursday before Christmas Eve
livestock and agricultural farmers go to
Plaza de España with a select range of
goods. Thousands of people come to
this central part of the city which is
filed with over a hundred different stalls,
looking to buy a wide range of goods
from select delicacies to enjoy during
the holiday period, to medicinal plants
and a variety of craftwork. All in a
festive, relaxed and, of course, intensely
Christmassy atmosphere.

VITORIA-GASTEIZ MEDIEVAL MARKET.
September

The historic quarter goes back in time
and becomes an immense medieval
market. Blacksmiths, carpenters, gold
and silversmiths, glassworkers, coopers
and bakers all come back to inhabit La
Almendra in order to show off the
expertise of craftsmen and women from
long ago. Jugglers, acrobats, minstrels
and puppeteers all contribute to the
lively atmosphere in the streets, where
elements from the different cultures
present in the city during the Middle
Ages are also displayed.

Cuisine plays an important role in the
fair, with stalls offering a variety of
products that constitute an irresistible
temptation for all the senses: pizzas in
giant sandwiches; ham, bacon, cheese
and ratatouille snacks, chocolate with
walnuts, raspberries, blueberries and
cheese; freshly baked bread, the list is
endless.



FROM the CITY
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And if you liked the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, we now invite you to explore the local
area. Álava is a land of contrast which offers a varied programme of tours and
visits focusing on both our abundant cultural resources and our unique natural
setting.

Each of the seven regions of the province of Álava offers visitors a wide range
of places to visit, full of charm and interest. And none of them are very far from
the city. The following is a list of proposed day trips that we are sure will both
surprise and delight you.

RIOJA ALAVESA
Rioja Alavesa is internationally
renowned for the quality of its wines.
In addition to the traditional, age-old
bodegas, the region now contains many
examples of new architecture designed
by some of the world’s most prestigious
architects, such as Ghery´s building in
Elciego and Calatrava’s construction in
Laguardia, among others, making this
corner of Álava an absolute must for
any visitor to the city.

The region´s wonderful medieval towns,
such as Laguardia, Labastida, Labraza
and Salinillas de Buradón, etc. with
their rich, historical and monumental
heritage, are another excellent reason
for visiting Rioja Alavesa.
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NATURE RESERVES
The diversity and quality of the Alava
landscape has led to four Nature
Reserves being set up, namely Izki,
Valderejo, Urkiola and Gorbeia. These
last two share both their beauty and
ecosystems with the neighbouring
province of Bizkaia. All have a wide
range of services, routes and trails to
suit the needs and requirements of all
visitors.
And for the more energetic, some of the
most important mountains in the Basque
Country are located within just a few
kilometres’ radius of the city.

THE SALT VALLEY
One of the most unexpected landscapes in Álava is without doubt the one located
in the Salado Valley in Salinas de Añana.  Centuries of traditional salt production
have resulted in a curious network of wooden terraces with more than 5,000
platforms.  An ambitious master plan aims to renovate the structures and turn
them into a tourist attraction through an interesting programme of guided tours.
Nearby stands the Varona House-Tower in Villanañe, the Romanesque Tuesta
church, the Sobrón Adventure Centre, the Oppidum of Iruña Veleia and the Santa
Catalina Botanic Gardens, which together offer a wide range of possibilities for
spending the day exploring the Alava valleys.
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GORBEIA, A MYTHICAL
MOUNTAIN
The Gorbeia Nature Reserve surrounds
the mountain of the same name and
welcomes a large influx of visitors and
mountaineers every year, who come to
enjoy the stunning natural and cultural
assets the area has to offer. A network
of footpaths run all the way through
this protected natural area and the
Sarria Visitors Centre offers information
about all the services and programmes
of visits available.

Other recommended visits in the nearby
area include the Oro Sanctuary, located
on a crag with marvellous views, the
Gujuli waterfall and the Ollería
traditional Basque pottery museum.

BIRD OBSERVATORIES
Garaio Park in Mendijur has a
strategically placed bird observatory
where you can (in silence) watch the
birds that nest in the lakes and
surrounding area. The observatory also
has a network of footpaths along which
you can wander and enjoy this fantastic
environment up close. The centre is also
a magnificent swimming and recreational
zone in summer.

Another very different but nevertheless
attractive option for those travelling to
LA LLANADA ALAVESA is a visit
to the walled city of Salvatierra, which
still retains much of its medieval layout.
The Town Hall has recently been
renovated and houses the 13th century
San Martín Hermitage, which is now open
to the public.

The corner of Álava has historically
served as a natural corridor and a mixing
pot for a great number of people and
cultures. Fortunately, part of this
historical legacy still remains in the
Sorginetxe and Aizkomendi dolmens, the
unusual Gazeo and Alaiza paintings and
the magnificent Romanesque Estibaliz
Sanctuary, among others.
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OUR ‘BEACHES’
Located on the banks of the Ullibarri,
Gamboa and Urrunaga Reservoirs and
in Garaio Park, these areas constitute
popular outdoor recreational zones
throughout the year, although it is
mainly during the summer months when
bathers come in their hundreds to enjoy
the superb swimming facilities.

A signposted trail leads all the way
around the Ullibarri Reservoir, offering
an interesting excursion on both foot
and bicycle. You can also cross from one
bank to the other via an original wooden
jetty.

THE MOUNTAINOUS REGION
This is without doubt one of the most
beautiful and little-known regions the
province has to offer, and includes both
the Izki Nature Reserve and the Entzia
Mountain Range.
Its cultural heritage is evident in the
many hermit huts, Romanesque
hermitages and medieval towns,
including Antoñana, Santa Cruz de
Campezo and Peñacerrada/Urizaharra,
among others, and is another good
reason for visiting the area.
The region also has the only public golf
complex in Álava, consisting of two
courses located right in the middle of
the nature reserve.
The Wine Route, the Fish Route (GR-38)
and the Coal Route all run through these
beautiful mountain landscapes.

THE AYALA VALLEY
The impressive area of Quejana and the
medieval town of Artziniega, with its
ethnographic museum, are just some of
the options available in the green
paradise of the Ayala Valley.
Nature has been generous in this area
and has created a fascinating enclave
including the Nervión Falls in the Delika
Canyon. The day trip can be rounded off
with a visit to a bodega specialising in
Txakoli, a young white wine that is a
speciality of this particular region.



ACCOMMODATION
Gran Hotel Lakua*****
Tarragona, 8
Tel. 945 181000
www.granhotelakua.com

NH Canciller Ayala ****
Ramón y Cajal, 5
Tel. 945 130000
www.nh-hoteles.es

Silken Ciudad de Vitoria ****
Portal de Castilla, 8
Tel. 945 141100
www.silken-ciudadvitoria.com

El Caserón****
Cno. del Monte, 49
Tel. 945 230048

Barceló Gasteiz ****
Avda. Gasteiz, 45
Tel. 945 228100
www.bchoteles.com

General Álava ***
Avda. de Gasteiz, 79
Tel. 945 215000
www.hga.info

Almoneda ***
Florida, 7
Tel. 945 154084
www.hotelalmoneda.com

Palacio de Elorriaga ***
Elorriaga, 15
Tel. 945 263616
www.hotelpalaciodeelorriaga.com

Parador Argomaniz ***
Autovía N-1 Madrid-Irun, km. 363
01192 Argómaniz
Tel. 945 293200

Hotel Gobeo Park***
Avda. de los Huetos, 48
Tel. 945 199000
www.gobeopark.com
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USEFUL TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
Citizen attention
Tel. 010
Vitoria-Gasteiz airport (VIT)
Tel. 945 163500
www.via-vitoria-airport.com
Emergencies, Ambulance, Police
Tel. 112
Fire brigade
Tel. 092 and 112
Txagorritxu Hospital
Tel.  945 007000
Santiago Hospital
Tel. 945 007500
Passports and visas
Tel. 945 209500 ext. 249
Road information
Tel. 900 123505
RENFE (trains) information
Tel. 902 240202
Bus information
Tel. 945 258400

Post Office information
Tel. 902 197197
Radio taxi
Tel. 945 273500
Amigos Camino de Santiago
Association
Tel. 945141794/ 609472446

Car hire companies:
AVIS
Avda. Gasteiz, 53. Tel. 945 244612.
Airport office. Tel. 945 276539
ANCAR
Avda. Paraguay, 1. Tel. 945 247783
ATESA
Portal de Betoño, 11. Tel. 945 271012
EUROPCAR
Adriano VI, 29. Tel. 945 200433.
Airport office. Tel. 945 163644
HERTZ. Monseñor Cadena y Eleta,
2. Tel. 945 155358 y 902402405
SERCOLUX (luxury cars)
Portal de Gamarra, 11. Pabellón, 3.
Tel. 945 276969

Dato **
Dato, 28
Tel. 945 147230
www.hoteldato.com

Desiderio**
Colegio San Prudencio, 2
Tel. 945 251700

Páramo **
General Álava, 11
Tel. 945 140240
www.hotelparamo.com

Duque de Wellington **
Duque de Wellington, 14
Tel. 945 175707
www.hotelddw.com

Achuri*
Rioja, 11
Tel. 945 255800
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La Bilbaína*
Prudencio María Verástegui, 2
Tel. 945 254400

Amarica*
Florida, 11
Tel. 945 130506

Iradier*
Florida, 49
Tel. 945 279066
www.hoteliradier.com

Apartahotel San Fermín
Pamplona, 45
Tel. 945 175866

RURAL ACCOMMODATION
CASAS DE AMÁRITA
(Amárita)
Amárita, 30
Tel: 945.29.99.56/639.03.89.53
www.amarita.net
Renting of whole cottages.
ABAIENEA ( Aríñez)
Aríñez, 30
Tel: 945.29.06.40



MUNICIPAL TOURIST OFFICE
Plaza General Loma, 1
Tel: 945 16 15 98 / 99
Fax: 945 16 11 05
E-maila: turismo@vitoria-gasteiz.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/turismo

Congresses and Tourism
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